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ABSTRACT
In recent years, numerous attacks have appeared that aim to steal
secret information from their victim using the power side-channel
vector, yet without direct physical access. These attacks are called
Remote Power Attacks or Remote Power Analysis, utilizing resources
that are natively present inside the victim environment. However,
there is no unified definition about the limitations that a power
attack requires to be defined as remote. This paper aims to propose
a unified definition and concrete threat models to clearly differenti-
ate remote power attacks from non-remote ones. Additionally, we
collect the main remote power attacks performed so far from the
literature, and the principal proposed countermeasures to avoid
them. The search of such countermeasures denoted a clear gap in
preventing remote power attacks at the technical level. Thus, the
academic community must face an important challenge to avoid
this emerging threat, given the clear room for improvement that
should be addressed in terms of defense and security of devices
that work with private information.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Side-Channel Analysis. Although there are plenty of cryptographic
algorithms that are mathematically safe, because of their imple-
mentation in applications and devices, they can leak side-channel
information by applying Side-Channel Analysis (SCA) attacks. The
main sources of leaked information are delay during key operations
during encryption or decryption (leading to timing attacks [40]), as
well as power consumption [41] or electromagnetic radiation [60].

Remote hardware attacks. Gravellier et al. [30, Sect. 1] use the term
remote hardware attacks or software induced hardware attacks to de-
scribe remote and semi-remote SCA attack vectors with the follow-
ing characteristics. (i) Different from traditional SCA, they require
no additional equipment for signal procurement outside system
resources that are already available, and no proximity requirement
since attackers communicate with the target over e.g. Ethernet
(feasibility). (ii) The root cause of the vectors lies in the hardware
design; complete mitigations require redesign and (unlike software)
patching fielded devices is rigid and costly at best (robustness).
(iii) Due largely to the feasibility characteristic, attacks exploiting
these vectors automate and deploy efficiently; again in contrast to

traditional SCA, requiring a specialized procurement research envi-
ronment per target device (scalability). Given these characteristics,
localized [19–21] and far-field EM attacks [12, 13, 26] as well as
acoustic attacks [22, 23] do not qualify as remote hardware attacks,
since e.g. they utilize specialized procurement equipment to capture
emanations at a reasonable distance (feasibility), and furthermore
do not scale (scalability).

Remote power analysis. Building on these characteristics, we use the
term remote power analysis to refer to a subset of remote hardware
attacks where the additional following characteristic holds. (iv)
The attack vector is passive and its underlying phenomena is a
byproduct of transistor-level physics (physicality).

Passive vs. active is a gray area when it comes to software-
assisted SCA, but our intention is to exclude software-induced
fault attacks from this category. Hence, attack techniques such as
RowHammer [38], CLKSCREW [65], FPGAhammer [43], VoltJockey
[59], Plundervolt [53], V0LTpwn [37], etc. are not remote power
analysis techniques, since the underlying attack vectors are voltage-
related software-induced faults. Emphasizing the physicality char-
acteristic, traditional software-based microarchitecture attacks ex-
ploiting e.g. data cache contention [55, 57], instruction and last-level
cache contention [1, 32, 33, 70], branch prediction [2–4], port con-
tention [6, 9], etc., as well as transient execution such as Meltdown
[48] and Spectre [39], are also not remote power analysis techniques
since the underlying attack vectors are due to microarchitecture
optimizations and not tied to e.g. power consumption. While the
attack vectors mentioned in this paragraph are extremely interest-
ing and potentially more widely-applied due to their semi-remote
application, they remain out of scope for our study. Put another
way, our study focuses—within passive physical attacks—on a sub-
set of remote hardware attacks with high scalability and feasibility
which are more likely to lead to impactful vulnerabilities outside
laboratory environments.

Contributions. The following bullet points summarize our main
contributions.

(1) We present a unified definition and gather concrete threat
models for remote power analysis research.

(2) We collect and study the main remote power analysis tech-
niques, paying special attention to the source of leakage that
enables the attacks.

(3) Likewise, we study countermeasures associated to the previ-
ous attacks.
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Figure 1: Outline of this SoK paper.

(4) We detect a considerable gap in the proposal of countermea-
sures, which are usually not technically detailed, and only
proposed as future work that is still pending.

(5) We identify gaps in defense-in-depth applications of remote
power analysis, i.e. uses for good rather than evil in the
security domain.

Outline. Figure 1 presents the organization of this paper.

2 BACKGROUND
As examples of timing attacks, Kocher [40] demonstrated that by
measuring the amount of time required to perform different kinds of
private key operations, it was possible to retrieve secret parameters
from public key algorithms as, for example, fixed Diffie-Hellman ex-
ponent, factor RSA keys, or compromise other cryptosystems such
as DSA. Cache attacks appeared some years later [56, 68]. Bernstein
[8] performed a cache-timing attack that was able to achieve com-
plete key recovery from AES, one of the most important symmetric-
key crypto algorithms. He carefully details attacks that demonstrate
the vulnerabilities of AES design using known-plaintext timings,
due to the difficulties associated to write constant-time crypto algo-
rithms with high requirements on speed. It is important to notice
that this attack showed vulnerabilities on the design of the algo-
rithm itself, and not only on the library used by a certain server.

Besides that, electromagnetic (EM) emanation is a leakage source
that van Eck [69] discovered in a very primitive way, when he was
able to capture emanations from computer monitors that allowed
to infer the information showed in the display. Several years later,
Quisquater and Samyde [60] and Gandolfi et al. [17] produced the
first works considering EM emanations for SCA while computing
cryptographic operations. These attacks were precarious, as they
required small antennas to be as close as possible to the circuit
being attacked, which usually was a chip card. As a matter of fact,
to succeed most of these attacks were slightly invasive, given the
fact that they require a partial target decapsulation.

In 2002, these limitations were removed when Agrawal et al.
[5] demonstrated that electromagnetic analysis (EMA) on crypto-
graphic devices presented a real threat. They can be a source of
leaked information to perform distance attacks and find an alter-
native way to attack devices. This is especially important when it
is not possible to physically place a probe to measure the power
consumption in a System-on-Chip (SoC) [34].

In this paper, we focus on remote power attacks. The rest of
this section gives an introduction to classical power attacks, the
threats they represent, and how to face them with appropriate
countermeasures.

2.1 Power Attacks
In 1999, Kocher et al. [41] showed for the first time that it is possible
to find secret keys by tampering cryptographic devices that, from an
algorithmic point of view, are totally secure. They present the first
Simple Power Analysis (SPA) methods to obtain secret parameters
from the DES block cipher using uniquely one power trace. How-
ever, they focus their article on the usage of a high number of traces
to retrieve the secret parameters, leading to what is known as Dif-
ferential Power Analysis (DPA). This method allow to substantially
increase the probability of a successful attack due to the simplicity
that it provides to reduce noise and measurement errors. At the
same time, it highlights dependencies between power and data or
operations. Since the first appearance of these attacks, some of the
most important block ciphers have been successfully attacked, such
as AES and others [49, 58, 64]. These attacks are often based on the
correlation presented by the data involved in an operation and the
dynamic power consumption using statistic models. These models
are based on the Hamming Weight [49, 51] or Hamming Distance
[10] in some input/output key points.

Furthermore, not only symmetric algorithms are targets for at-
tacks based on power analysis as SPA or DPA. Kunihiro and Honda
[44] demonstrated recovering secret parameters from the RSA al-
gorithm using DPA analysis, and retrieving information from noisy
analog data. Additionally, some other attacks as horizontal attacks
[7] have appeared more recently to demonstrate that there is still
space for new statistical techniques to break systems as RSA. DPA
and horizontal attacks have also been applied to other asymmetric
algorithms, for example elliptic curve cryptosystems [28, 36].

To avoid power attacks, there are three main groups of counter-
measures, independent from the level of abstraction. (i) Masking
countermeasures, that try to execute additional random operations
to mask and decorrelate operations and data from power consump-
tion [14, 18, 35, 50]. These countermeasures, from a technical point
of view, are not able to completely avoid power attacks. Nonetheless,
they are still used in real life since they are practical in many scenar-
ios, due to their ability to increase attacker effort. This way, these
countermeasures do not fix the vulnerability that a side-channel at-
tack is using to retrieve information from a cryptosystem, but they
are suitable to prevent an attacker from breaking cryptosystems in
practical and manageable times. (ii) Blinding countermeasures in
asymmetric cryptography that aim to prevent attackers to know or
induce, analyzing the power consumption, cryptographic algorithm
state that should remain secret [11, 15]. (iii) Hiding countermea-
sures, that range from transistor-level to software implementations,
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seeking dynamic power consumption: independent in every mo-
ment from the operations being carried out [45, 46, 66, 67].

2.2 Remote Power Attacks
Traditionally, power consumption has been captured physically on
the devices using a probe. Recently, new ways to get this informa-
tion leakage remotely have been explored. Nowadays, most of the
systems have analog and digital components. Mixed-signal compo-
nents could leak information about the activity of the digital part.
One of those components could be an analog-to-digital converter
(ADC), which is an instrument that converts an analog signal, as
a sound picked up by a microphone, into a digital signal. These
ADCs can also measure and convert an input analog voltage or
current to a digital number that indirectly represents the quantity
of these magnitudes. This is normally a binary number directly
proportional to the input. Gnad et al. [24] and O’Flynn and Dewar
[54] were the first to use the ADC available in many systems as
a remote probe and, therefore, they do not need to have physical
access to the platform to obtain power traces.

Voltage drop caused by the executed operation can be also cap-
tured by sensors implemented on the programmable logic as shown
in [25, 29–31, 61–63, 71]. These works implement a sensor that
measures the power side-channel leakage on the FPGA inside the
chip. However, this leakage can also be captured from another chip
included in the same board as exposed by Schellenberg et al. [63].
In this case, the time-to-digital converter (TDC) of a malicious chip
senses the voltage fluctuations caused by other chips on the same
board.

Lipp et al. [47] monitored the values correlated with the power
consumption using Intel Running Average Power Limit (RAPL)
interface. Similarly, Michalevsky et al. [52] are able to retrieve
information about the location of mobile phones with Android OS
using applications that monitor the power consumption variation.
Finally, Krautter et al. [42] present a countermeasure against on-
chip voltage side-channel leakage in multi-tenant FPGAs based on
mapping an active fence of ring oscillators (ROs).

While the above provides a brief overview of this budding re-
search field, we explore these works and more in a deeper fashion
next in Section 3.

3 ATTACKS
3.1 ADC-based remote attacks
Gnad et al. [24] demonstrated that digital logic within mixed signal
devices causes noise in the analog components, as ADCs or any
kind of sensor. Both Gnad et al. [24] and O’Flynn and Dewar [54]
capture the noise of ADC data while performing cryptographic
operations, in the digital logic of different boards. Specifically, in
Gnad et al. [24], they focus on leakage from AES and RSA, as shown
in the second row of Table 1.

3.1.1 TVLA and attacks over AES and RSA using ADC traces. The
adversarial model in [24], shown in Figure 2a, considered that an
attacker should have full or partial access to the ADC present in the
board while the victim is running cryptographic code. This ADC
must be read during the execution of cryptographic operations,
and the access to the ADC data must be provided through another

task in the system or through a webserver that hosts the sensor
data. It is important to remark that, normally, an ADC can be read
simultaneously to the execution of other operations by using a
second core, Direct Memory Access (DMA), which is available in
most microcontroller architectures.

Given these circumstances, the authors perform leakage assess-
ment tests over the data captured by the ADC with several different
configurations depending on frequency, supply voltage of the ADC,
algorithms and boards used (see [24, Table 2]). In most of the config-
urations, test vector leakage assessment (TVLA) [27] experiments
indicate leakage for both algorithms. The operation selected in the
case of RSA is modular exponentiation, while the AES analysis
showed that the last AES round is the source of the main leakage.
It is remarkable the authors are able to retrieve critical leakage, for
both algorithms, even if the ADC is not connected to any supply
voltage. Further, Correlation Power Analysis (CPA) attacks are able
to relate key bytes of AES to variations in the voltage measurement
of ADC, proving that the leakage can be exploited. However, the
authors do not perform an attack on RSA, even though they demon-
strate that the execution of the modular exponentiation operation
present in this algorithm leaks private information that can be used
by a potential attacker.

3.1.2 TEEs and attacks over hardware AES. With a similar adversar-
ial model, O’Flynn and Dewar [54] obtain sufficient leakage from
an on-board ADC being utilized to capture power traces while
hardware encryption operations are taking place. The main dif-
ference in the adversary model lies in that the crypto algorithm
implementation is inside a trusted execution environment (TEE)
depicted in blue dashed line in Figure 2a. Specifically, they use a
SAML11 hardware AES accelerator which contains an M23 core
with Trustzone-M that provides hardware-level isolation. Assum-
ing an attacker that has first gained ability to execute code on the
insecure side of the device, they would potentially be able to trigger
encryption operations and use the on-board ADC to capture power
traces during such encryptions. This could ultimately lead to the
revelation of secret parameters within a cryptographic algorithm.

As main results, with different external-aided circuit configura-
tions, the authors mount a CPA attack over the S-Box input from
the last round of AES-128, using a Hamming Weight model (third
row in Table 1). With this attack, they retrieved all AES key bytes
even with an important sample reduction on the ADC with respect
to the main clock of the system. Particularly, with only one sample
per 26 clock cycles, attacks are still successful and can be eased
using an external amplifier to improve the quality of power traces.

3.2 TDC-based remote attacks
Another possibility to sense supply voltage fluctuations that could
lead to leakage of useful information is applying TDCs. TDC-based
sensors convert propagation delay variations caused by power sup-
ply fluctuations into digital information that can be related to the
secret state of cryptographic operations.

The functioning system of TDCs, shown in Figure 3, is the fol-
lowing. We have a clock signal, 𝑐𝑙𝑘 connected to the init delay block
input, which is delayed to create a 𝛿𝑐𝑙𝑘 . The difference between
𝑐𝑙𝑘 and 𝛿𝑐𝑙𝑘 at the end of the delay-line fluctuates with voltage
variations. The init delay is set in such a way that the 𝛿𝑐𝑙𝑘 is inside
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Figure 3: TDC-based power sensor

the delay-line when the state is captured by the TDC register. What
is saved by the register is the Hamming Weight of the stored value
in each round, so this provides data about the supply voltage level
and its fluctuations. If a voltage rise occurs, the propagation delay
of the init block is reduced, so the 𝛿𝑐𝑙𝑘 rising edge is faster and
arrives further in the delay-line, capturing more “1” values in the
register and increasing the Hamming Weight. On the contrary, a
voltage drop causes a higher number of “0”, given the increase in
the propagation delay, so the Hamming Weight will diminish. This
implies that, ultimately, the sensor captures the voltage fluctuations
in terms of the Hamming Weight that the register stores. With this
information, an attacker can use the voltage fluctuations traces to
observe regions with different power consumption, that can lead
to the identification of different operations or data being executed
and, thus, to obtain information that the victim aims to maintain
secret due to security reasons.

Gravellier et al. [30, 31], Gnad et al. [25], and Schellenberg et al.
[62, 63] use this mechanism to attack different implementations.

3.2.1 PL-to-PL and PL-to-AP attacks using TDCs. Specifically, Grav-
ellier et al. [30] target a hardware AES implementation on FPGA
and two software implementations, an 8-Bit Tiny AES and another
within the OpenSSL library. The target board is a Xilinx Zynq 7000
which implements a Xilinx Artix-7 FPGA and an ARM Cortex-A9
CPU as shown in the third row of Table 1.

The threat model in [30] assumes a cloud scenario in which
FPGA-based voltage sensors can bemaliciously implemented through
cloud FPGA rental, untrusted IP insertion, or bitstream reconfigu-
ration. Additionally, given the current SoC context, these sensors
could be part of the programmable logic (PL) that are inserted in the
same die as the application processor (AP). That is the reason why
the authors consider both hardware and software implementations
of AES (see Figure 2b).

Gravellier et al. [30] perform a CPA attack on different operations
of the algorithm, depending on the implementation. They are able
to retrieve the AES key from the hardware implementation with
just over a thousand traces. Moreover, they obtain similar results
for a wide variety of boards in [25], where the same sensor is
implemented over the same adversarial scenario; see Table 1, rows
4–5. For the software cases, they require around 100,000 traces to
break this implementation, the first ever based on FPGA sensors
and targeting software cryptographic implementations. To end, the
authors compare the obtained results with traditional EMA. In the
OpenSSL case, the amount of traces needed is roughly the same
for both conventional EMA and emerging ones based on FPGA
sensors, concluding that they represent a real threat to security,
considering malicious co-location in cloud scenarios which can
lead to remote attacks. In the case of Tiny AES, the authors require
around 50,000 traces using the EM vector to retrieve the secret key,
so the emerging attacks have in this case room for improvement.

Schellenberg et al. [62] attack a hardware AES module using
TDC-based sensors, considering two adversarial scenarios similar
to the one given in [30]. That is, a first scenario in which a malicious
user has partial access to an FPGA shared by several users (label
1 in Figure 2b denotes this scenario), and another one where the
attacker has full access to an FPGA which is part of a SoC where a
CPU resides on the same die (label 2 in Figure 2b). The authors build
what they called a “Hardware Power Distribution Network (PDN)
Trojan”, formed by TDC-based sensors placed on a main FPGA. It
runs an AES hardware implementation mounted over a SAKURA-
G board, that contains another FPGA (control FPGA) generating
and sending random plaintexts to the main FPGA. They perform
experiments varying sampling frequency, and initial delay of TDC
configurations that lead to a successful CPA attack to retrieve the
AES key with less than 5,000 traces (row 6, Table 1). As an important
contribution, they consider the placement of the sensors in two
different positions inside the FPGA where the AES algorithm is
implemented. One of them is placed as near as possible to the AES
module, while the other one is placed as far as possible. The results
show that the attack is still possible with only a slight decrease in
the correlation, which implies that placing sensors inside an FPGA
running cryptographic operations can always represent a threat to
security, even if some measures are taken to isolate in a logic level
the cryptographic module from other modules present in a certain
FPGA.
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3.2.2 SoC-to-SoC attacks only sharing PDN. With similar imple-
mentation compared to [62], Schellenberg et al. [63] use two differ-
ent SoC for the victim and for the attacker that share the PDN as
shown in Figure 2c. That is, they use the smaller FPGA that lies in
a SAKURA-G board to implement an AES and an RSA hardware
module, while the larger one uses a TDC sensor to perform attacks
over both algorithms. To attack the hardware AES module, they
perform a CPA attack varying sampling rates from 24 MHz to 96
MHz and with different capacitor configurations inside the board.
Specific capacitor configurations and frequencies could benefit the
attack. In the best cases, 20,000 traces are enough to have a success-
ful key recovery. However, a variety of cases require a much higher
number of traces. In the worst case scenario, Schellenberg et al. [63]
need 2.5 million traces to achieve a successful attack. Although this
could seem like a huge amount of power traces, it represents only
38.5 MB of encrypted data, which is quite manageable regarding
memory and other computing resources. Moreover, the authors
conduct an SPA attack by capturing power traces from the binary
exponentiation during RSA decryption. After applying a 900 kHz
low-pass filter, it is easy to differentiate if the state of the multipli-
cation module has changed in each individual step of the binary
exponentiation. This allows to differentiate the steps in which a
square and multiply operation is performed from those where only
the squaring operation takes place. This, ultimately, leads to the
recovery of the secret exponent (row 7, Table 1).

To end, Gravellier et al. [31] present several CPA attacks per-
formed over two different ARM CPUs (ARM Cortex-A9 and ARM
Cortex-A7). In this case, the authors take into consideration three
attacks conducted using different methodologies and varying from
bare metal to algorithms running over an OS. The authors con-
sider that an attacker should have access to the delay-line based
sensors present in each core. For the first attack, the authors con-
sider that both attacker and victim are running their respective
binaries on bare metal, each on a distinct core of the Cortex-A9 AP.
The attacker code collects the AES leakage data by configuring the
access to the delay-locked loop (DLL) main register that enables
the possibility to sample its values while the core that is running
AES is performing encryptions (row 8, Table 1). The attacker core
also provides the plaintexts ciphered by the victim, triggers the
encryption, and performs readback of DLL states. This DLL can be
considered as a variation of a delay-line, similar to that included in
TDCs, and is used in this paper to track variations in temperature.
Specifically, the authors demonstrate a proof-of-concept able to
capture variations in temperature with their DLL. Using a cooling
spray to cool down the SoC package, they induce a temperature
drop. This enables observing a DLL command drop, which means
that a DLL is suitable to dynamically track the SoC temperature
variations. The authors use a DMA to improve the sampling rate
and synchronization at the moment of capturing the traces. Using
this method, they are able to retrieve the AES key after 20 million
traces.

For the two remaining attacks, they use the ARM-Cortex A7
SoC with an OpenSSL AES implementation setup, changing the
DLL by delay-lines that act as TDCs. In one case, the attacker is
running a bare metal binary (microcontroller unit, MCU) while the
victim is using a Linux OS (AP), while the opposite configuration
(attacker running in Linux OS and victim running in bare metal)

en
clk RO

Counter

RO Register

odd inverters

Figure 4: Ring oscillator-based power sensor

applies for the second case. 40 million traces are needed when the
victim runs over the OS, while only 10 million are sufficient when
the encryption is produced over bare metal. Normally, the attacks
performed while the victim process is taking place on bare metal
retrieve the key using a lower number of traces, since there are
no interruptions related to the OS that may disturb the attack and
victim processes causing synchronization issues. As a summary,
they require between 9 and 24 hours to achieve a successful attack
for the three cases, using different DMA and target frequencies.
The main reason for having such a large difference in the amount
of traces needed to recover the correct key is that both users are
running on different cores, and not using FPGAs in any case. Addi-
tionally, the DMA frequency in the best of the cases has a sampling
rate 10 times lower compared to the target clock rate. This limited
sampling contributes to the high number of acquisitions required
to recover key values.

3.3 Ring oscillator-based remote attacks
Finally, the other main way to exploit leakages related to remote
attacks is to take advantage of ring oscillator (RO) based voltage
sensors within systems that implement FPGAs. ROs (Figure 4) are
components composed of an odd number of inverters, whose out-
put oscillates between two voltage levels attached in a chain and
the output of the last inverter is fed back into the first one. Since
we have an odd numbers of inverters, the last output of the chain
will be the opposite of the first input. The final output is established
a certain time after the first input is introduced, and the feedback
of the last output to first input generates oscillations. Using FPGA
modules to appropriately place ROs in systems where the PDN is
shared by the logic modules among them and also with the CPU
module in case the device incorporates it, could lead to critical
information leakage. Supply voltage fluctuations can be measured
using RO-based sensors, which can be used to retrieve private infor-
mation from cryptographic operations running both in hardware
or software inside the system.

3.3.1 Logical isolation is not sufficient when ROs attack a crypto
module in an FPGA. Gravellier et al. [29] consider amulti-user FPGA
cloud scenario where RO-based sensors are enabled to perform
nanosecond scale measurement of the FPGA internal voltages.

In a time-shared system, users are logically isolated and the ker-
nel controls all communication among them. However, malicious
users can query RO-based sensors to sense supply voltage varia-
tions in the PDN of the FPGA, potentially revealing information
about an honest user (Figure 2b). The attack model consists of tar-
geting a state register that stores data coming from each round
transformation of AES. The 128-bit register is refreshed at the end
of each round and generates an important fluctuation in the supply
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voltage level. The authors exploit this leakage in order to perform
a successful CPA attack using a Hamming Distance model between
two consecutive states of the register. In this case, they attacked
the last round of the algorithm in a known ciphertext attack model.

Gravellier et al. [29] use the RO-based sensors to take measure-
ments from the internal voltage while an AES hardware module is
running at 50 MHz on a Xilinx Zynq 7000 board (row 9, Table 1).
They also performed attack experiments using different frequen-
cies, obtaining similar results. The place-and-route of the design
is made specifically to have the sensor instances as far as possible
from the hardware modules. Even when these measures are taken
into consideration, the authors are able to retrieve the AES secret
key using less than 100,000 traces. Several configurations varying
the number of RO-based sensors involved demonstrated that using
64 ROs, only 8,000 traces are needed to retrieve the correct AES key.
Moreover, the authors conducted a CPA attack using TDC-based
sensors and a traditional EM side channel in order to conclude that
on-chip sensors offer very similar results when they are compared
to traditional EM attacks. Although the RO-based sensors do not
reach the accuracy of TDC-based sensors, the results are tied thanks
to a higher proximity of these sensors. Additionally, they offer a
lighter area overhead and an easier implementation since they are
composed of basic logic gates.

3.3.2 FPGA-to-CPU attacks using ROs. Zhao and Suh [71] per-
formed two attacks using SPA over the modular exponentiation on
a hardware implementation of RSA, monitoring power consump-
tion thanks to RO-based sensors. They consider two attacks. The
first uses an FPGA shared among multiple users, where a malicious
user implements an attack circuit on one part of the FPGA aiming
to steal secret information from the victim’s circuit present in the
same FPGA. The second one consists of an FPGA-to-CPU attack
where an attack circuit on the FPGA targets a CPU present in the
same SoC, sharing the same PDN. In particular, the square and
multiply algorithm is the target of their attacks, since if the expo-
nent bit is 1, the multipliers will perform sequences of additions
leading to a high switching activity in FFs and LUTs, while if the
exponent is 0, only the squaring multiplier’s logic will generate
switching activity, leading to lower power consumption. See [71,
Figs. 10–11] for a demonstration of this hypothesis. Their SPA at-
tack is successful and able to retrieve the correct keys using three
different configurations, depending on the placement and route
of the attacker’s and victim’s modules. These range from physical
isolation between RO-based sensors and the RSA module, which is
the more difficult configuration for the attacker, to a specific place-
and-route that is selected by the attacker to benefit him passing
through another configuration where the placement and route is
not specific. Additionally, the second attack uses power traces to
perform an FPGA-to-CPU attack. Nonetheless, these traces are used
to enable timing attacks on software programs since the power con-
sumption reveals the start and end of internal program operations,
so they act in practice as triggers that delimit the operations, even
if some masking countermeasures are taken into consideration, as
introducing delay in outputs. This attack is out of scope for our
survey paper since, although it uses power traces to perform a re-
mote attack over a CPU, it reveals the secret RSA key by analyzing
timing differences instead of power consumption ones.

3.3.3 Long wires as attack vector. To end, Ramesh et al. [61] use
ROs in a different way to register leakage coming from long wires
maliciously placed in a multi-tenant FPGA environment (Figure 2b).
Their key insight is that the logic value carried on a long wire
influences the delay of another long wire close to the first. This
way, when a logic “1” value is carried on one wire (transmitter), the
delay in the neighbor (receiver) is lower relative to a case when
a logic “0” is transmitted. In a first experiment, they develop a
setup that consists of a test pattern generator that assigns either
a logic “1” or “0” to the transmitter long wire, while the receiver
is implemented as a three-stage RO with one inverter and two
buffers, and one of its wires adjacent to the transmitter. Then, with
a counter and evaluating differences in RO frequencies, they are
able to compute the count difference of the receiver, and classify the
logic value that carries the transmitter based on its value. After this
preliminary experiment, the same is applied to a hardware 128-bit
AES implementation. The attack extracts a single byte of the round
key in the final round of AES by using the measured counts of an
RO that targets a specific selected wire in the design of AES. This is
repeated for every byte, and the encryption key can be calculated
by inverting the key schedule (row 11, Table 1).

The authors conduct further experiments to check the impor-
tance of wire lengths, clock frequencies, and constraints of place-
ment and route for their attack. Results show that as the length of
the victim wire increases, the attack is easier due to a higher cou-
pling effect that leads to a larger side-channel signal. Besides that,
a higher operating frequency hinders the attack since the sampling
rate that ROs can provide does not vary, and the number of samples
they are able to capture per operating period is lower. Additionally,
the authors carry out an experiment to check the difference that an
automatic place-and-route could present relative to a manual one.
The attack is still successful with the automatic configuration, and
the main differences are given by the operating frequency ranging
from 217 measurements to disclose (MTD) the correct key with an
operating frequency of 10 kHz, and 1.5 million MTD for a 4 MHz
frequency.

3.4 Software monitor-based remote attacks
3.4.1 Power leakage through vendor applications. Apart from the
main sensors that are placed on-chip and can detect leakage, there
are software alternatives to detect and measure power variations
that allow to carry out successful attacks. The use of this kind of
software still falls within passive attacks, since they are conceived
to monitor the value of the power voltages and other physical mag-
nitudes. Intel Running Average Power Limit (RAPL) is an interface
present in Intel processors that allows to control core frequency
and voltage, as well as directly monitor the power consumption
data of the socket and memory domain. Lipp et al. [47] use this
tool to distinguish instructions, operands, and data from the Linux
kernel and SGX enclaves that allow to access this interface with
a range of different access privileges. After a preliminary study
where they are able to perform different experiments over laptop,
desktop, and server CPUs, this tool allows key recovery from a
software mbed TLS RSA implementation using an SGX enclave.
Finally, they perform CPA attacks to extract AES keys both from
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the Linux kernel and the SGX enclave, even utilizing AES-NI native
instructions.

In this case, the “sensor” that detects the leakage and enables
the possibility of a side-channel attack is the vendor of the proces-
sor, providing a high resolution probe in the form of a software
interface that can jeopardize secret information processed by the
CPU, which causes evident security flaws. This is another level
of security threat, because for previous cases, attackers need to
learn to use components present in SoCs as side-channel leakage
vectors/sensors, and explicitly be granted access to these compo-
nents. But in this case, vendors provide a mature application that
allow attackers to simply read power values with high resolution,
enormously easing the attack.

This attack shares some similarities to [52], since both use soft-
ware tools to measure power consumption variations, and retrieve
sensitive information about the target. Yet in contrast, this is the
only attack considered that does not aim at cryptographic algo-
rithms running in the target.

3.4.2 Machine learning to reveal GPS location. Michalevsky et al.
[52] develop an app that is able to measure how the power consump-
tion fluctuates, aiming to reveal the location of a phone. Depending
on the distance to the cellular base station and the obstacles be-
tween it and the phone, the phone varies its power consumption.
Using the app that reads the power and machine learning (ML)
algorithms, they are able to discover the phone location.

Particularly, the authors consider an attacker that has previous
knowledge about several frequent routes, and can correlate power
consumption data with the position over these routes. With this
information, the authors distinguish which route is being used
among the ones previously studied, once it is established they are
able to know in which point of such route the phone is located.
Additionally, their method is suitable to identify when the phone
is following a new route, if the power profile does not match with
previously studied routes.

3.5 Summary
Table 1 collects the main information we surveyed concerning
works that performed remote power analysis. Source of leakage,
system and algorithm targeted, and type of attack performed are
gathered in this table to have a general overview of differences
and similarities among the several researches present in the recent
literature.

4 COUNTERMEASURES
4.1 Countermeasures to ADC-based remote

attacks
Gnad et al. [24] expose that noise of analog components such as
ADCs should not be considered within the regular noise margin. In-
stead, it should be treated as possible information leakage in digital
components running cryptographic code within the system. They
propose several countermeasures, ranging from very restrictive
ones to more flexible.

In a first approach, the authors aim to guarantee that measure-
ments cannot be taken when security-related computations are
running. However, since this is a very restrictive proposal, they

consider to perform leakage assessment on every measurement
data that could be exploited by attackers. If the analysis reveals the
data could be a source of leakage, those measurements should be
treated with the same security level as the secret data processed by
the cryptographic code.

Finally, if any of those cannot be achieved, the authors propose to
filter the ADC data in a way that hinders exploiting leakage to find
secrets in the system. In any case, the countermeasures proposed
by Gnad et al. [24] focus on avoiding that underprivileged tasks
could take ADC measurements with impunity while cryptographic
operations are taking place in other parts of the system. Indeed,
this could lead to power analysis that potentially reveals secret
information.

O’Flynn and Dewar [54] give similar proposals. In its counter-
measures section, their first proposal is to move the ADC to the
secure world of the M23 core. Technically, it is applicable to any
device with a logical separation between secure and non-secure
internal components. As well, authors state this is valid for other
peripherals that can provide side-channel leakage similar to the
one provided by the ADC.

As an alternative, O’Flynn and Dewar [54] present the possi-
bility of validating peripherals before starting a critical operation
inside the secure world. For instance, if prior to the beginning of an
encryption, the TEE detects that the ADC is enabled to take mea-
surements when it should not normally be, the encryption could be
suspended. Then, the device could try to disable the ADC before
performing another attempt to run the encryption operation.

To end, since normally remote attacks based on ADCs require
a substantial amount of traces in order to mount a CPA (or DPA)
attack, they propose protocol-level restrictions. For instance, estab-
lishing a limit to the number of times an encryption operation is
performed with a single key could be a practical solution to avoid
successful attacks, even if they are not banned or avoided by design.

4.2 Countermeasures to TDC-based remote
attacks

The countermeasures proposed by Gravellier et al. [30] fundamen-
tally consist of having an independent power supply for each FPGA
chip in a cloud scenario. However, the authors recognize that this
looks difficult in SoCs where a CPU and FPGA lie together in the
same die, since the division of power supply would increase de-
sign costs. Additionally, they consider that the usage of classical
countermeasures based on masking and shuffling should never be
dismissed, since they can impede, if not avoid, TDC-based remote
attacks.

On the other hand, Gnad et al. [25] considered that any tradi-
tional countermeasure against side-channel attacks, or fault injec-
tion attacks (since they use ROs to generate faults) should always
be considered. These classical solutions include blinding or hiding
countermeasures, but especially masking ones. They also propose
bitstream checking in order to detect malicious designs that can in-
tentionally cause abrupt voltage drops, before they are loaded to the
FPGA. For that, they need to formulate the basic circuit properties
required to sense voltage fluctuations or cause faults, requiring a
certain knowledge about the related influence between the voltage
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Table 1: Overview of works that carry out remote power side-channel attacks

Source Target Algorithm / application Attack

Gnad et al. [24] ADC Different boards SW mbedTLS RSA TVLA
SW mbedTLS AES TVLA,CPA

O’Flynn and Dewar [54] ADC ARM Cortex-M23 specific HW AES TVLA,CPA

Gravellier et al. [30] TDCs
Xilinx Artix-7 HW AES module CPA
ARM Cortex-A9 SW Tiny AES CPA
ARM Cortex-A9 SW OpenSSL AES CPA

Gnad et al. [25] TDCs Different boards HW AES module CPA
Schellenberg et al. [62] TDCs Xilinx Spartan 6 HW AES module CPA

Schellenberg et al. [63] TDCs Xilinx Spartan-6 HW RSA module SPA
HW AES module CPA

Gravellier et al. [31] TDCs ARM Cortex-A9 SW OpenSSL AES CPA
ARM Cortex-A7 SW OpenSSL AES CPA

Gravellier et al. [29] ROs Xilinx Artix-7 HW AES module CPA
Zhao and Suh [71] ROs Xilinx Artix-7 HW RSA module SPA
Ramesh et al. [61] ROs Different boards HW AES module CPA

Lipp et al. [47]
Intel
RAPL

interface

Linux kernel SW AES-NI CPA
SGX enclave SW AES-NI CPA
SGX enclave SW mbedTLS RSA SPA

Michalevsky et al. [52] Android battery manager Android Os devices GPS location ML

drops and the design over the FPGA. This can be obtained by analyz-
ing the netlist of the design. Additionally, they propose an electrical
isolation by active fencing between the potential victim and the
attacker. They focused their effort on obtaining an on-chip PDN
that mitigates inter-module effects. Specifically, how one module
implemented on the FPGA (attacker) can affect another module on
the same FPGA (victim) where a crypto algorithm could be running.

Gravellier et al. [31] propose four countermeasures. (i) Add soft-
ware randomization that efficiently desynchronizes computations,
hindering trace alignment in order to perform a CPA attack. On
the monitoring side, adding phase and frequency jitter to the clock
signal used for sampling the delay-line registers would mitigate a
possible attack. Note these are traditional SCA countermeasures. (ii)
Restricting the access to the delay-line registers by unauthorized
users. An example to carry out this countermeasure is to place
delay-lines in the secure world and prevent the access to any user
or application present in the non-secure world. (iii) Reduce the
delay-line sampling rate, for instance, by limiting the access rate to
the registers that store delay-line information. (iv) Finally, the most
drastic solution they propose is to remove delay-lines from the SoC
altogether. However, this seems an unfeasible measure in the short
term because manufacturers and vendors will not suspend their
product development pipeline, and these elements are likely used
by other applications with functional (non-malicious) purposes.

4.3 Countermeasures to ring oscillator-based
remote attacks

Gravellier et al. [29] are pessimistic about possible countermea-
sures against on-chip sensors in the case of RO-based ones. Since
they show that isolation among logic blocks is ineffective against
power side-channel attacks in a multi-user cloud scenario, they
only consider as a solution forbidding the RO implementation by
restricting place-and-route designs. However, this is not possible
because many of the main applications of FPGAs require the usage

of different types of sensors. Finally, they consider Trojan detection
routines as a temporary solution, but a huge development effort
will be required according to the authors. Furthermore, attackers
can adapt in an attempt to bypass the new security restrictions.

Zhao and Suh [71] once again propose classical countermeasures,
as adding dummy operations or masking power consumption by
randomizing intermediate values. However, the authors recognize
that these countermeasures have an associated overhead in terms
of performance and energy, and that other hardware countermea-
sures as the use of dynamic logic styles is not possible in FPGA
environments. Similar to the proposal by Gnad et al. [25], they
consider to prevent malicious designs by checking FPGA designs
before placing the logic onto a physical FPGA, and disallow designs
with FPGA-based monitors by analyzing the design netlist. How-
ever, this is difficult to establish since there are legitimate uses for
ROs, e.g. the design of physically unclonable functions (PUFs) that
generate secret unique keys. Moreover, detailed analyses of netlists
is time-consuming, and even impractical for encrypted bitstreams.
The authors acknowledge the need for a non-trivial solution.

Paradoxically, Krautter et al. [42] use RO-based sensors to fence
a cryptographic module with different operation modes. For the
first operation mode, these RO-based sensors are activated ran-
domly using pseudo-random number generators (PRNGs). Their
mere usage increases the noise inside the system, and therefore,
it reduces the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and masks the voltage
fluctuations that the cryptographic modules could generate. This
hinders the voltage measurement not only when the attacker uses
RO-based sensors, but also if the attacker uses other sensors like
ADCs. The second operation mode aims to activate an exact amount
of ROs depending on the voltage fluctuation that the cryptographic
module is generating. The purpose is to compensate and flatten
those fluctuations in the victim side. In turn, this reduces leakage
that adversaries can use to perform their attack.
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Table 2: Overview of proposed countermeasures
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Gnad et al. [24] ✓ ✓ ✓
O’Flynn and Dewar [54] ✓ ✓ ✓
Gravellier et al. [30] ✓ ✓
Gnad et al. [25] ✓ ✓ ✓
Gravellier et al. [31] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Gravellier et al. [29] ✓
Zhao and Suh [71] ✓ ✓
Krautter et al. [42] ✓
Lipp et al. [47] ✓ ✓
Michalevsky et al. [52] ✓ ✓ ✓

4.4 Countermeasures to software
monitor-based remote attacks

To solve the problems related to the Intel RAPL interface that allow
to use this software tool as a powermonitor to perform side-channel
attacks, Lipp et al. [47] propose to restrict the access from unpriv-
ileged users. Additionally, another possible solution could be to
limit the resolution of data, in such a way they still give valuable
information about the inner power, frequency, and voltage state
of the system. Yet at the same time, removing the possibility of
statistical analysis that could lead to a successful SCA attack. Intel
plans to release updates that prevent these vulnerabilities. They aim
to avoid distinguishing the same instructions with different data
or operands when SGX enclaves are used. Additionally, an update
made over the Linux kernel restricts the access of unprivileged
users to model-specific registers.

Finally, Michalevsky et al. [52] aim to solve the vulnerabilities
present on Android OS that allow them to retrieve critical infor-
mation about the location of several mobile phone devices. They
propose several countermeasures at different levels of abstraction.
First, they propose two countermeasures related to the access to
power consumption data. (i) They consider limiting the reading of
power values while the phone is performing a network connection.
(ii) They propose limiting the power consumption sources offered
to the user, e.g. only allowing processor power consumption, yet
denying antenna power consumption. Since they use the latter to
reveal the phone’s location when the antennas connect to different
base stations, this mitigates their attack. The two other counter-
measures are based on (i) using superuser privileges to be able to
access the values of power consumption, and (ii) warning the user
when installing the application, that reading the phone’s power
consumption potentially jeopardizes user privacy. Moreover, the
authors put special emphasis on remarking that classical masking
countermeasures, such as adding noise to avoid the identification
of the relation between power consumption and location, will not
help. They attribute this to the ability of ML algorithms to even-
tually “see” through the noise, given the fact that this noise is not
correlated with any of the variables implied in the attack.

As a general trend, we noticed that authors tend to remotely
attack different implementations that vary in many distinct levels
(algorithm, hardware or software, type of attack), providing a vast
quantity of technical details on how to mount and make functional
attacks. However, with the exception of Krautter et al. [42], there is
no deep study and evaluation of which countermeasures could be
applied with the same level of details. All the articles we surveyed
only offer discursive potential solutions that are not elaborated
and tested in a practical way. Thus, it is difficult to obtain a clear
understanding about how feasible they are in the real world. Even
more, Ramesh et al. [61] and Schellenberg et al. [62, 63] propose no
countermeasures at all.

Table 2 summarizes different countermeasures among different
proposed works in state-of-the-art.

5 CONCLUSION
To conclude, we detail themain contributions and important aspects
of this paper. First, we present a unified definition of the concept
of Remote Power Analysis, since many articles recently used this
term to denote attacks where the adversary does not need physical
access or contact with the victim. Yet, many of these works use the
term without clearly stating the limits to consider what is a remote
attack. Here, it is defined as a passive attack that seizes leakage
using a native hardware component inside the target design. This
leakage is due to transistor-level physics in a direct or indirect
way. With this definition, we distinguish and collected the main
articles that performed remote power analysis over their victims,
classifying them by their source of leakage and the distinct sensors
that are able to capture it. Likewise, we provided a classification of
the countermeasures proposed by the authors of these attacks. We
close with some insightful observations revealed by our taxonomies.

Rigorous countermeasures. In most of the cases, the surveyed coun-
termeasures are not technically detailed by the authors, but rather
deferred as retrospective future work that has yet to materialize.
Thus, there is clearly room for improvement to determine the root
cause of why remote attacks work, and to establish the best way
to holistically prevent them. Or at least hedge against them and
provide reasonable trade-offs.
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Other technologies. Additional future work in this research field
includes exploring different technologies, such as (i) other types
of sensors that could capture the power remotely, and (ii) different
mechanisms leveraged as attack vectors that could be also captured
remotely.

Constructive applications. Finally, we have identified that there is
a lack of research proposals that exploit the remote power side
channel for defense-in-depth applications. That is, to use the remote
power side channel for defense rather than offense. While it is clear
we have technologies that utilize these sensors as fundamental
building blocks in ICs, such as PUFs and RNGs, these are dedicated,
single-purpose designs. The previously discussed countermeasure
work by Krautter et al. [42] is in this vein. Hence, we view this as
an open research challenge—finding clever ways to utilize these
technologies to improve platform security in a flexible and broadly-
applicable way. Along these lines and concurrent to our survey,
Delgado-Lozano et al. [16] propose and evaluate remote power
analysis as an attestation mechanism.
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